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Abstract 
A closed connected n-manifold N is called a codimension-2 fibrator (codimension-2 orientable 
fibrator, respectively) if each proper map p: A4 --t B on an (orientable, respectively) (n f 2). 
manifold M each fiber of which is shape equivalent o N is an approximate fibration. All Hop- 
fian manifolds with Hopfian fundamental group and nonzero Euler characteristic are known to 
be codimension-2 orientable fibrators. This paper gives a partial answer the following question: 
is every closed manifold N with XI (N) Hopfian and nonzero Euler characteristic x(N) # 0 
a codimension-2 fibrator? The main result states that, if x(N) # 0 and ~1 (N) is finite, then N is 
a codimension-2 fibrator. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Approximate fibration; Codimension-2 fibrator; Degree one mod 2 map; Mod 2 
continuity set 
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1. Introduction 
D. Coram and F? Duvall [33 introduced the concept of approximate fibrations as a 
generalization of both Hurewicz fibrations and cell-like maps. A proper map p : A4 --+ I3 
between locally compact ANRs is called an approximate jibration if the map has the 
following approximate homotopy lifting property: Given an open cover E of B, a space 
X,andtwomapsp:X+Mand@f:XxI + B such that !& = p o 1-1, there exists a 
map @ : X x I --f M such that @O = p and p o Q, is E-close to @. The following results 
of D. Coram and P. Duvall motivated our work. 
Theorem 1.1 [3]. Let p: M + B be an approximate$bration. Then 
(i) p-‘(6)) and p-‘(b’) h ave the same shape type if bo and b’ are contained in the 
same puth component; 
(ii) each jiber is a pointed fundamental ANR (a pointed FANR). 
0166-8641/98/$19.00 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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It is natural to ask the following question: Given a compact ANR N and an upper 
semicontinuous decomposition G of a locally compact ANR M satisfying that each 
element of G is shape equivalent to N, is the decomposition map p : M + B = M/G 
an approximate fibration? Because of the following fact, we would like to focus our 
attention on the case that both M and N are manifolds. 
Theorem 1.2 [ 10, Theorem 3.11. Let p : M + B be an approximate jibration on a con- 
nected m-manifold (without boundary) into an ANR B. Then B is a k-dimensional 
generalized manifold. Moreovel; if M is orientable, then the fiber of p has the shape of 
a Poincare’ duality space of formal dimension m - k. 
Given a closed n-manifold Nn, an upper semicontinuous decomposition G of a man- 
ifold Mn+k is N-like if each element of G is shape equivalent to N and if B = M/G 
is finite dimensional. 
Daverman introduced the following definitions. A closed connected manifold N” is 
called a codimension-k jbrator (codimension-k orientable jibrator; respectively) if for 
any N-like upper semicontinuous decomposition G of an arbitrary (orientable, respec- 
tively) (n + Ic)-manifold M, then the decomposition map p : M 4 B is an approximate 
fibration. 
Main Question. Which manifolds are codimension-2 fibrators or codimension-2 ori- 
entable fibrators? 
In [6], Daverman showed that all simply connected manifolds, closed surfaces with 
nonzero Euler characteristic, and real projective n-spaces (n > 1) are codimension-2 
fibrators. If a closed manifold N admits a fixed point free cyclic action having the orbit 
space homotopy equivalent to itself, N is not codimension-2 fibrator. Therefore S’, the 
torus and the Klein bottle fail to be codimension-k fibrators for all k > 1. For example, 
there exists a map p from S3 to S2 that every fiber of p is homeomorphic to S’ and 
p is not an approximate fibration. (See [5].) Since all simply connected manifolds and 
real projective n-spaces (n > 1) are codimension-2 fibrators, it is natural to ask the 
following: 
Question [6, Question 6.31. Is every closed n-manifold with finite fundamental group a 
codimension-2 fibrator? 
Let N and N’ be connected closed n-manifolds and f : N + N’ be a map. 
If both N and N’ are orientable, then the nth homology groups with coefficients 
2, H,(N:Z) and H,(N’:Z), are the infinite cyclic group Z and f induces a ho- 
momorphism Hn(f) : H, (N : 2) z 2 + H,(N’ : 2) M 2. The degree of f is defined 
by degf = I&(f)(l)/. I n g eneral case, f induces a homomorphism 
H,(f:.&):H,(N:Z2) = 2, + H,(N’:.&) M 22. 
The degree mod2 off is defined by Hn(f:Z2)(1). 
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Recall that a group H is Hopjkzn if every epimorphism H 4 H is an isomorphism. An 
orientable closed manifold N is said to be Hopfian if every degree one map N -+ N is 
a homotopy equivalence. By [9, Theorem 2.21, we notice that all orientable closed man- 
ifolds with finite fundamental group are Hopfian. Daverman [9, Theorem 5.101 showed 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. Every Hopjian n-manifold N with ~1 (N) Hopfan and Euler character- 
istic x(N) # 0 is a codimension-2 orientable jbratol: 
The author does not know whether every Hopfian n-manifold N with rri (N) Hopfian 
and Euler characteristic X(N) # 0 is a codimension-2 fibrator. By Theorem 1.3, we see 
that every orientable closed manifold N with finite fundamental group and X(N) # 0 is 
a codimension-2 orientable fibrator. Let N” be a closed n-manifold with X(N) # 0. And 
suppose that 7rI (N) is finite. The purpose of this paper is to show that N is a codimension- 
2 fibrator. The scheme of the proof is similar to these of [6, Theorem 5.11. To show that 
some N-like decomposition map p: Mnf2 + B is an approximate fibration, we must 
check some homotopy condition, that is, the condition in Proposition 3.5 below. But, by 
make use of duality, it is easier to check the homology condition than the homotopy one. 
Accordingly, we define the mod2 continuity set C’ below. Firstly, Section 3 provides 
that for each closed n-manifold N with rri (N) finite and X(N) # 0 and N-like map 
p:Mn+’ 4 B, pip-‘C’ : p-q 4 C’ 
is an approximate fibration, where C’ is the mod2 continuity set of p. Finally, Section 4 
presents that C’ = B. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, all spaces are locally compact, separable metrizable, and all 
manifolds are finite dimensional, connected and boundaryless. Whenever we allow bound- 
ary, the object will be called a manifold with boundary. Homology is computed with 
integer coefficients unless another coefficient module is mentioned. E* denotes the plane 
with the standard topology and *k(X) denotes the lath shape group of a space X. See 
[21] for the shape theory. 
The following facts for FANRs are known: 
A space X is a pointed FANR. 
@ X has the shape of a CW complex. 
@ (F) For any ANR Y containing X as a closed subspace and any neighborhood 
U of X in Y there exists a neighborhood V of X in U such that for every 
neighborhood W of X in Y there exist a homotopy R : V x I -+ U and a 
neighborhood Wo of X in W such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(I) R(5,O) = z for z E V, 
(II) R(z,t) = 2 for (~,t) E W, x I, and 
(III) R(V x (1)) c w. 
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A proper map f : X --f Y is said to be completely movable if for some closed (and, 
therefore, any closed) closed embedding of X into an ANR 2, the following holds: 
For each y E Y and each neighborhood U of f-’ y in Z there exists a neighborhood 
V of f -‘y in U such that for each fiber f -‘z c V and each neighborhood W of 
f-‘z in V there exists a deformation of V in U into W keeping f-‘z fixed. 
For the definition of shape fibrations, see [21, p. 2761 and [25, Lemma 2.6(iii)]. From 
[25, Proposition 3.61 we see the following result: Let f : X -+ Y be a proper map whose 
fibers are FANRs. Suppose that 2 is a finite dimensional ANR containing X as closed 
subset and that Y is a finite dimensional ANR. Let f’ : U --+ Y be a proper extension 
of f over some neighborhood U. Then 
f is a shape fibration. 
H Given a neighborhood V of X in U and E > 0, there is a neighborhood W of X 
in V such that for each space S and two maps p : S -+ W and !& : S x I -+ Y 
with~~=f*o~,thereexistsamap~:SxIjVsuchthat~o=~andf*o~ 
is E-close to *. 
es f is completely movable. 
Suppose that N is a closed n-manifold and G is an upper semicontinuous decompo- 
sition of a manifold Mn+* such that each element g of G has the shape of some closed 
n-manifold Ng. For each g E G there exist a neighborhood U, of g in A4 and a shape 
retraction Re : U, + g, because g is a pointed FANR. We will define the continuity set 
C and the mod 2 continuity set C’ c B = M/G of the decomposition map p : M --) B: 
C = {p(g) E B: g E G and there exist a neighborhood U, of g in M and 
a retraction R, : U, + g such that R, 19’ : g’ --+ g is 
a degree one map for all g’ E G with g’ c Ue } 
and 
C’ = {p(g) E B: g E G and there exist a neighborhood U, of g in M and 
a retraction R, : U, -+ g such that R, 19’ : g’ -+ g is 
a degree one mod 2 map for all g’ E G with g’ C Us}. 
D. Coram and P. Duvall [S] showed that C and C’ are dense, open subsets of B. The 
following is shown in [6] and is a useful fact for the investigation of the codimension-2 
fibrators. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Mnf2 be an (n + 2)-manifold and G be an upper semicontinuous 
decomposition of M such that each element g of G has the shape of some closed n- 
mantfold Ne. If both Ne and M are orientable, then the decomposition space B = M/G 
is a 2mantfold and D = B \ C is locally finite in B, where C represents the continuity 
set of the decomposition map p : M -+ B. If either some Ne or M is nonorientable, B 
is a 2-manifold with (possibly empty> boundary, C’ c Int B and D’ = (Int B) \ C’ is 
locally$nite in B, where C’ represents the mod2 continuity set. 
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3. Mod 2 continuity sets and approximate fibrations 
In the rest of this paper, the setting is that N” is a closed n-manifold, G is an N-like 
upper semicontinuous decomposition of an (n + 2)-manifold Mnf2, the decomposi- 
tion space M/G is denoted by B and the induced decomposition map is denoted by 
p:M+B. 
The purpose of this section is to examine closed manifolds Nn such that for each N- 
like upper semicontinuous decomposition of an (n + 2)-manifold Mnf2, p : M + B = 
M/G is an approximate fibration over C’, where C’ represents the mod2 continuity set 
of the decomposition map p. 
By the same way as in [lo, Theorem 2.101, we can prove the following from the result 
of [4]. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose a closed n-manifold N” satisfies the following condition: 
Every degree one mod2 map 4 : N + N is a homotopy equivalence. (1) 
Then every N-like decomposition map p : M + B is an approximate fibration over the 
mod 2 continuity set C’. 
For each closed surface F with negative Euler characteristic, we see from [6, 
Lemma 3.51 that F satisfies condition (1). But most manifolds do not satisfy the condi- 
tion (l), for example, there exists a map from the n-sphere S” to itself which has degree 
one mod 2 and which is not a homotopy equivalence. But S” (n 3 2) is a codimension-2 
fibrator. 
When we would like to prove that p is an approximate fibration, the continuity set 
takes an important role. The following result shows that when N has no 2-l covering, it 
suffices to consider the continuity set C. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose a closed n-manifold N has no 2-l covering. Then for each 
g E G, there is a small orientable neighborhood of g in M. 
Proof. We can see from Theorem 2.1 that B is a 2-manifold with (possibly empty) 
boundary. Therefore there exists a small neighborhood U of p(g) in B such that U is 
homeomorphic to either an open 2-cell or {(z, y) E E2: y 3 0). We prove that p-i(U) 
is orientable. Suppose not. Consider the orientable double covering 4: U* --t p-‘(U), 
the decomposition 
G* = {g& / g& is a component of g* = q-‘(g), g E G, and g c p-‘(U)}, 
and the decomposition map p* : U* ---t B* = P/G*. 
We show that for each g E G satisfying that g c p-‘(U), g* = q-‘(g) has two 
components and each component g& of g* has the shape type of N. Suppose that there 
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is an element g E G such that g c p-‘(U) and that g* is connected. From the homotopy 
exact sequences of (U’, g*) and (p-’ (U), g), we have the following diagram: 
Q(u*) - frz(u*,g*) - ii1(g”) - 7rl(u*) - irl(u*,g*) - 1 
m zz 
1 
qu = 
I 
w*hj mj a+ 
7r*(p-yu)) -+ ff2(p-‘(U),g) - %1(g) = m(P-‘(u)) + *l(P-‘(u)>g) + 1. 
By the above diagram, we see that (q[g*)#: iil(g*) --f +1(g) is injective and is not 
surjective. 
Since g* is a connected FANR, there exist connected open neighborhoods lJ1 and U2 
ofgandmapsai:Ui-+Nand/3i:N+U; (i=1,2)suchthat 
(i) U2 c Ul, Ut = q-’ (Vi) (i = 1,2) is connected, 
(ii) the homomorphisms “/# : ii1 (g) -+ ~1 (VI) and $ : irr (g*) + TI (UT) induced by 
the inclusion maps are injective, 
(iii) YI,M(~O (U2)) = $*r (g)), $,2#(7~ (K)) = ~4% (g*)) and 
(iv) we have a homotopy commutative diagram below: 
where 71,~ : U2 -+ UI and Y;.~ : U; + U; are the inclusion maps. Notice that 
4hl,2)#(~l(U2)) : (n,2)47w2)) -+ 3(N) 
is an isomorphism. Let us take the covering q’ : N’ + N associated with (al o 71,~ o 
(qjU;))#(rl(U;)), together with an induced lifting CX; : UT -+ N’. Let P = {(z, y) E 
U2 x N’: al o 71,2(z) = q’(y)} be the pullback of al o 71,~ over q’ which comes 
equipped with projections q” : P -+ U;! and cry : P -+ N’. From the universal property 
of the pullback, we have a unique map u : Vi -+ P with a; = al,l o u and q( lJ; = q” o u. 
Plu: 
V 
,f 
4 J 
4’ 
V 
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Let M(ai 0 yi,~) and M(cY~) be the mapping cylinder of ai o 71,~ and a:, respectively. 
q’ and q” induce a natural covering q* : M(cuy) 4 M(a, o yl,z). From the homotopy 
exact sequences of (M(ay), P) and (M( CYI 0 ~1.2). Ul), we have the following diagram: 
Since ((~1 oy1,2)# : 7ri (U2) + ~1 (IV) is surjective, j# : XI (U2) + rl (M(cq 071,~)) induced 
by the inclusion map is surjective. We see that Q(P) z 7ri(M(c$‘).P) = rl(M(al o 
Y1,2), U2) = 1. Since P is connected, q” is a covering. 
Because (qlg*)# : irl (g*) --) irl(g) is not surjective, (cyi 0 yl,2 0 (qlUT))+f : 7r1 (UT) --) 
~1 (N) is not an epimorphism. Thus, neither q’ nor q” is a homeomorphism. Since q/U,* 
is a 2- 1 covering, q” is a 2- 1 covering, that is, q’ is a 2-1 covering. This is a contradiction 
because N has no 2-l covering. Thus, for each g E G with g c p-’ (U), g* = q-’ (g) 
has two components and each component g; of g* has the shape type of N. 
The diagram 
U” -L- p-‘(U) 
P*l c’l 
3’ --=-+u 
induces a natural 2-l proper map T : B* -+ U. Notice that B* is a 2-manifold by 
Theorem 2.1. 
We show that for each z E B*, there exists a neighborhood V of z in B* such 
that TIV: V -+ U is one to one. Fix a point z E B’ and g = p-‘(T(z)). Let g& be 
a component of g* such that p*(g;) = 2 and g& be another component of g*. We 
have neighborhoods Vi and VI of g: and g&, respectively, satisfying that T/o f’ VI is 
empty. Since q is a covering and g is compact, there exist open subspaces WI, W2, . , 
and Wk such that W, is homeomorphic to an open 2-cell and intersects g, that g c 
lJ,Wi c VoulJ, that W%* = q-l(Wi) has two components W,*, and Wty and that 
q/W,‘, : I&‘:, ---) W, is a homeomorphism for each i and S = 0,l. Since p is a proper 
map, we have an open 2-cell neighborhood W such that g c p-’ (W) c Ui Wi. Suppose 
that g& and g& intersect W; and Wi, respectively. Note that g& and g& are contained 
in W,* = Ui W$ and WT = Ui WG, respectively. Let gg and g$ be two components 
of g’* = (p 0 q)-‘(z’) f or each z’ E W. We can assume that for each z’ E W, gg and 
g$ are contained in W’ n W; and W* I? W;, respectively, where W* = (poq)-I (W). 
Let V = p*( W* n W,*). It is clear that TIV : V 4 U is one to one. 
The Brouwer Invariance of Domain Theorem [20, Theorem 4.6.71 implies that 
T : B’ + U is a 2-l covering map. But, since U is simply-connected, we can not have a 
2-l covering space over U. This is a contradiction and hence p-l(U) is orientable. 0 
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Corollary 3.3. Let N be a codimension-2 orientable jbrator If N has no 2-l covering, 
N is a codimension-2Jibrator 
It follows from [19, Lemma 3.21 that every Hopfian manifold with trivial first ho- 
mology group is a codimension-2 orientable fibrator. In case N has no 2-l covering, N 
is a codimension-2 fibrator. In particular, every simply-connected closed manifold is a 
codimension-2 fibrator. This was first proved by Daverman and Walsh. 
Next we investigate closed manifolds with nonzero Euler characteristic. 
Lemma 3.4. Let N be a closed n-manifold with nonzero Euler characteristic. Then every 
degree one mod2 map 4 : N + N induces a nl-epimorphism & : 7ri (N) -+ rri (N). 
Proof. We take the covering q : N* -+ N associated with &(rri (N)), together with an 
induced lifting @* : N -+ N*. 
N* 
Then 
1 = deg 4 = (deg #*) . (deg q) E 22 
implies degq = 1 = deg+* E 22. We see that N’ is compact, because otherwise 
HI,(N* : 22) M 0, thus, deg#* = 0 E 22. 
Since both c++ and c$* have degree one mod 2, we see that Hi(#; 22) : Hi(N; 22) -+ 
Hi(N; 22) is an isomorphism and H~(c$*; 22) : Hi(N; 22) + Hi(N*; 22) is an epimor- 
phism for each i by [22, p. 3981. Therefore they are all isomorphisms for each i. Thus 
Hi (q; 22) is an isomorphism as well. This shows that dim Hi (N; 22) = dim Hi(N*; 22) 
for each i. 
We have x(N*) = m . x(N), where m is the number of sheets of q. Be- 
cause dimHi(N; 22) = dimHi(N*; 22) for each i, x(N) = CidimHi(N;&) = 
C,dimHi(N*;Zz) = x(N*). Therefore we have m = 1, that is, &::i(N) + ni(N) 
is an epimorphism. 0 
The proof of [6, Proposition 2.61 yields the following proposition. We give a detailed 
proof in our context for sake of completeness. 
Proposition 3.5. Let G be an Nn-like decomposition of an (n+2)-mumfold iI4 and go be 
an element of G. Suppose that there exist a connected open neighborhood V of p(go) in 
B = M/G and a shape retraction R : p-‘(V) -+ go such that (Rlg)# : iri (g) + iri (go) 
is an isomotphism for each g E G with g # go c p-‘(V). Zf ~1 (N) is finite, then 
PIP-W :P-w --f V is an approximate jbration. 
Proof. Let q : V’ + p-’ (V) be the covering associated with the kernel of 
R.# : Tl (p-V,> + *1 (go). 
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Since iil(go) is finite, the map q is a finite covering. And let q* : N* + N denote the 
universal covering. 
Claim. For each g E G in p-‘(V), g* = q-‘(g) has the shape type of N*. 
Proof. First, we will show that g* is connected. From the homotopy exact sequences of 
(I/*,g*) and (~-‘(v),g)~ we have the following diagram: 
,,(,*)A- 7r,(v*,g*)~ii0(g*)-l 
Q# 
I 
9# Y 
1 
9# 
I 
~,(p-‘(v))~7i,(P-‘(v),g)~l~ 
where j# : T, (y-‘(V)) 4 ir,(p-‘(V),g) and jh: nl(V*) --f iil(V*,g*) are the ho- 
momorphisms induced by the inclusion maps. We show that iio(g*) z 1 and it suf- 
fices to prove that the boundary homomorphism a’ : 51 (V*,g*) 4 iro(g*) is triv- 
ial, that is, j; is an epimorphism. It remains to prove that for each element a of 
irl (p-‘(V),g), there exists an element b’ of ~cI{~-‘(V/)) satisfying that b’ E ker& 
and j#(b’) = a. Since j# is an epimorphism, there exists an element b of ~1 (p-'(V)) sat- 
isfying j++(b) = a. Since (Rig), : ii1 (g) --f irl (go) is an isomorphism, we have the inverse 
mapping (filg);’ : +h (go) + 6 (g) of (Right. D e fi ne an element b” of ~1 (p-‘(V)) by 
the image of b under the composition 
7-4P-‘(v)) Rr --------1(go) 
(Rig);’ 
-----*1(g) 
1nc~ 
-----~l(P-l(v)), 
where incl: g 4 p- ‘(V) is the inclusion map. Let b’ = b . (V-l. From (Rlg)# = 
l& 0 in& : 771 (g) + irl(go), we have that 
&(b”) = & o in& o(Rfg),’ o J&(b) = h(b). 
Thus we can see that b’ E ker &. It follows from j#(b”) = 1 (because b” E incl#(ii, (9))) 
that &(b’) = a. 
Since g is shape equivalent to N, there are a sequence {Ui: i = 1,2, . .} of connected 
open neighborhoods ofg in p-‘(V) with g = n{Ui: i = 1,2,. . .), maps cy, : Vi_+, + N 
and /3% : N -+ Cr, which form a homotopy commutative diagram below: 
where yi : Vi,, --f Vi is the inclusion map. 
Let U,* = q-‘(Ui) for each i. Because g* is connected, we may assume that U%F is 
connected. Since (q\Ul)# : ~1 (UT) -+ ~1 (Ut) is a monomorphism for each i, we see that 
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(qlg*)#: irl (g*) = l&x{q (U,“), -&} -+ +I (g) = @{n-l (UJ, 7~) is a monomorphism. 
From the diagram 
*1 hl*) 
inclk 
*r1 (V”) 
an isomorphism (RJg) # and the trivial homomorphism & o q#, we have iit (g*) = 1. 
There is a subsequence {k(i): i = 1,2,. . .} such that Ic(1) = 1 and yL(iJ,h(i+lj# : 
Kl (q(i+,) > 4 Tl w;(q> is trivial for each i, where ygcij Ic(i+lj : LJ,*~,+,~ + IC_J~(~) is the 
inclusion map. The homotopy lifting property of q and the simply connectedness of N* 
imply that there are a lift o&i_,1 : U,‘c,i+,j + N* of (ok 0 q o y;(2iI k(2i+lI and a lift 
~~(2i+l) : N’ + G(2ifl) of Pk(2i+l) O q* which make the following diagram properly 
homotopy commutative: 
N*< Id N*< Id N*&N* -. . . 
We see that g* has the shape of N*. The proof of claim is finished. 0 
It follows from claim that the decomposition G’ = {g* 1 g E G with g c p-‘(V)} 
of V* is N*-like. The simply connectedness of N* implies that N* is a codimension-2 
fibrator. Hence the decomposition map p* = po q : V* --f V*/G* = V is an approximate 
fibration. The result is obtained from [6, Lemma 2.51. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Suppose that N” is a closed n-manifold with jinite fundamental group 
which satisjies the following condition: 
Every degree one mod 2 map 4 : N + N induces an isomorphism 
4# : TI (N) + ~1 (N). (2) 
Then the N-like decomposition map p : M + B = M/G is an approximate jibration 
over C’, where C’ denotes the mod2 continuity set of p. 
Proof. Let go be an element of G with p(ga) E C’. Since C’ is open and go is an FANR, 
there exist an open neighborhood V of p(g0) in C’ and a shape retraction R : p-’ (V) + 
go such that (Rlg)# : ir] (g) + ??I (go) is an isomorphism for each g E G with g c p-’ (V). 
Proposition 3.5 shows that PIP-‘(V) : p-’ (V) + V is an approximate fibration. It follows 
from [4, Theorem 3.91 that p : A4 + B is an approximate fibration over C’. 0 
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Corollary 3.7. Suppose that N” is a closed n-manifold with finite fundamental group 
and x(N) # 0. Then the N-like decomposition map p : M + B = M/G is an approxi- 
mate3bration over C’, where C’ denotes the mod2 continuity set of p. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that every degree one mod 2 map 4 : N + N induces 
an epimorphism ~~ :7ri (N) + rri (N). Since ~1 (N) is finite, every degree one mod 2 map 
4 : N + N induces an isomorphism & : 7ri (N) .+ 7ri (N). We see from Corollary 3.6 
that the N-like decomposition map p : M -+ B is an approximate fibration over C’. 0 
Example 3.8 below gives an example of a closed n-manifold with finite abelian fun- 
damental group which does not satisfy condition (2) in Corollary 3.6. 
Example 3.8. For each integer s > 0, there exists a PL map II, : L(p, q) --+ L(p, q) such 
that deg $J = s and +++ : ~1 (L(p, q)) + 7rI (L(p, q)) is a multiplication by s modp, where 
L(p, q) denotes the Lens space of type (p, q). Therefore if p = 6 and s = 3, then II, has 
degree one mod2 and $#(rri (L(6.q))) z 22. 
Recall the definition of the Lens space L(p, q) of type (p, q). Let B3 denote the closed 
unit ball in E3 and let 0: and 0% denote the closed upper and lower hemispheres of 
the boundary aB”, respectively. Suppose that integers p and q are given with p 3 2, 
(p, q) = 1 and p 3 q. Let Rt denote the rotation of E2 through 2rt radians, and define 
h : 02 4 D$ by h(z, y, z) = (R,,,(z, y), -z). We introduce an equivalence relation in 
B”: (x, y, z) N (2’. y’, 2’) if and only if (z, y, z) = (z’. y’, z’) E Int B3 or (z, y, z) E D? 
and j = 1,2, with (z’, y’, z’) = hj(z, y, z). The 3-dimensional Lens space L(p, q) is 
defined as the quotient space under the equivalence relation N. 
L(p,q) = B”/ N . 
Define IV9 : E2 ---) E2 by ws(e27rit) = e2aits. APLmapW,xidE:E2xE+E2xE 
induces a PL map T = (W, x idE 1 B3) : B3 -+ B”. Let u : B3 + L(P, q) denote the 
quotient map. The diagram 
induces a PL map $ : L(p, q) + L(p, q). It is clear that deg$ = s. Set cy : [0, l] -+ B3 by 
a(t) = (e2rit/p.0) E E2 x E. The map u o LY induces a generator [U o CY] of rri (L(p! q)). 
This shows $+ : ~1 (L(p, q)) + ~1 (L(p, q)) is a multiplication by s mod p. 
4. Manifolds with finite fundamental group and nonzero Euler characteristic 
The setting throughout this section is that pip-’ (C’) : p-l (C’) + C’ is an approx- 
imate fibration. where C’ denotes the mod2 continuity set of the decomposition map 
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p : Mn+2 -+ B = M/G each fiber of which has the shape type of some fixed closed 
n-manifold N. Fix an element go E G with p(g0) E Int B. Since go is an FANR, there 
exist a neighborhood U of p(gc) in Int B and a shape retraction R:p-‘(U) + go such 
that U is an open 2-cell and that U \ p(ga) c C’. From the regular approximate ho- 
motopy lifting property of the approximate fibration pip-’ (C’) and Theorem 2.1, the 
shape retraction R : p-’ (U) -+ go is a shape strong deformation retraction: We can write 
R = {Rj:p-‘(U) t Vj} such that { Vj} is a decreasing sequence of neighborhoods 
of go in p-‘(U) with go = n V, and that rJ o Rj is homotopic to Id,-I(U) keeping go 
fixed, where rj : Vj + p-‘(U) is the inclusion map. We notice that R and the inclusion 
go + p-‘(U) are shape equivalences. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Nn be a closed n-manifold satisfying that x(N) # 0 and suppose 
that ~1 (N) is jinite. Then N is a codimension-2 jibrator: 
Proof. We see from Corollary 3.7 that p/p-‘(C’) :p-‘(C’) + C’ is an approximate 
fibration. The goal is to prove that C’ = Int B and that B is a 2-manifold without 
boundary. 
We focus on D’ = (Int B) \ C’ and M’ = p-’ (Int B). We intend to prove that D’ is 
empty. Take a point ba = p(gc) E Int B. Since D’ is locally finite in B by Theorem 2.1, 
localizing the argument to the typical situation, we may assume that Int B is an open 
2-cell containing ba = p(ga) and plM’ \ go : M’ \ go + (Int B) \ bo is an approximate 
fibration. Also we may assume that the above shape retraction R: M’ + go is a shape 
strong deformation retraction. The shape map R induces an isomorphism & : ~1 (M’) -+ 
irl (go). Since rri (N) is finite, to show that the decomposition map p : A4 + B is an 
approximate fibration, by Proposition 3.5, it is sufficient to prove that the homomorphism 
(Rig)++ : ii,(g) + ii, (go) is an isomorphism for g # go. 
Take the finite universal covering q : M* + M’ and take the induced decomposition 
G* = {g; 1 gc is a component of g* = q-‘(g), g E G, and g c M’}, 
and the decomposition map p* : M* + B* = M*/G*. Since R induces the strong 
deformation retraction R* : M” t go*, we have iri (go*) = 1, that is, go* is shape equivalent 
to the universal cover N* of N by the proof of Proposition 3.5. Fix an element g E G 
with go # g c M’, a point 2 E g and IC* E q-‘(x). Let i : g -+ M’ be the inclusion map 
for g E G with p(g) E (Int B) \ bo. F rom the homotopy exact sequences of (M’, g, x) 
and (M*, g*, x*), we have the following diagram: 
ji2(M*,g*,5*)~jT1(g*,z*) Fl-ii,(M*,g*,z*)Giio(g*)+l 
4x 1 5 9 i 4# I 4s 
---%irl(g,z)A~~ (M/,x) 
.,I 
*z(M',g,~) 
I 
%-jT1(M’,g,a+--l 
From the above diagram, it follows that g* has m = (rri (M’, x)/ Imi#l components and 
jTi(g*,2*) Z Ima’= Ima C ?fl(g,z). 
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Let j : (M’, z) + (M’, g, x) be the inclusion map. Since +(M’, g, z)/ Imj# is indepen- 
dent of the choice of z* E 9-‘(z), every component ,96 of 9* = q-‘(g) has a finite 
shape fundamental group which is isomorphic to Im a. 
Claim 1. Evev component g& of g* = q-’ (g) has the shape type of N’, where q’ : N’ + 
N denotes the covering associated with Im a C ir, (g) z r, (N). 
Proof. Since g is shape equivalent to N, there are a sequence {Uj: j = 1,2, .} 
of connected open neighborhoods of g in M’ with g = n{ U,: j = 1,2, . . .}, maps 
(lj : tJ,+, + N and /3j : N 4 Uj which form a homotopy commutative diagram below: 
where yJ : U,+l + U, is the inclusion map. 
Let U;*6 be the component of q-’ (U,) containing g;7 for each j. Since g is an FANR, 
by condition (F) in Section 2 we see that g& is an FANR. From condition (F) in 
Section 2 and the homotopy lifting property of q, we may assume that 6~ : 5, (g) = 
lim{n,(l;,),rj#> + YW(~I(U~+I)) C r,(Uk) and $&:*~(g&) = @{~,(U~~)7~j,} + 
Y&(T,(U{+,~)) c T,(U,“,) are isomorphisms for each Ic, where bk :g + Uk and 
6; : g& + Uk are the inclusion maps. We identify the subgroup qA(x, (N’)) of rr, (N) 
with Im d = yk#(nl (uk+l)) = Qk-,#(Yk#(r, (uk+,))) C 7’r, (N) for each !x. 
Let l/k : uk + LOP’ be the inclusion map for each k. Since 
(vk-, OY~-~ ~,~$koq’)#(~,(N’)) =&(Ima) z &(keri#) z 1 
for each lc 3 2, from the homotopy lifting property of q we have the lift ,0; : N’ + Al* 
of vk_ I o p-1 o PI, o q’ such that fl;(N’) C U,*,. Let 7; : U$+,, 4 i&Z, is the inclusion 
map. Because 
(o2k ’ (9111&+,C’)  %k+, )#(“, (“;k+2C )) z Ima c 7r,(N) 
for each k 3 1, from the homotopy lifting property of q’ we have the lift azk : U$+2c + 
N’ of a2k 0 (ql&k+,d OY;k+,. From the unique homotopy lifting property of q and q’, 
we can make the following diagram properly homotopy commutative: 
where -&2(i+I) 2(i+l)c 
.iIJ* + U;i, is the inclusion map. We see that g; has the shape 
of N’. The proof of Claim 1 is finished. 0 
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Since M* \ go* is orientable, it follows from [6, Proposition 2.91 that N’ is orientable. 
The diagram 
M’\g,* q’ -M’\go 
P* I I 
B* \P*w 
induces a natural m - 1 map T : B* \ p*(gt) + Int B \ bo. As in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.2, T is an m - 1 covering. Also p* is an approximate fibration over B’ \ p* (go*) 
by the commutativity of the above diagram. Because Int B \ bo is homeomorphic to 
S’ x (0, l), B* \p*(gi) is homeomorphic to S’ x (0,l). 
Claim 2. There exists an element gc E G”\{g,*} such that Rx/g& : g& --f go’ has positive 
degree. 
Proof. Because jF1 (ST;) is finite, so is fit (gE), thus kt (g& : Q) is trivial. Applying 
the Vietoris-Begle theorem, we have that Ht (p’ 1 M’ \ g; : Q) : HI (M’ \ g& : Q) + 
Hl(B*\p*(g;) :&I is an isomorphism for each g$ E G* . We see HZ (M’ , M*\gs : Q) z 
fi”(g; : Q) z Q for each g$ E G* because g& has the shape of either the orientable 
n-manifold N’ or the orientable n-manifold N’. The diagram 
Q=&(M*,M*\&Q) ---+H,(M* \g&:Q) 4 Hl(M*:Q) ~0 
I 
ffzb’: &I = HI(P*IM*\&:Q) 
1 
Q = fh(B*,B* \P*(&bQ) ---=--H@* \P*(&):Q) = Q 
shows Hz(p*:Q):Hz(M*,M*\g&:Q) + Hz(B*,B*\p*(g&):Q) isanepimorphism. 
Since both of these groups are isomorphic to Q, H&* : Q) is an isomorphism. Notice 
that B* is an open 2-cell. Let S be a closed 2-cell in B’ containing p*(gof) in the interior 
of S. Choose gTc with p*(gTc) E B’ \ S. Since the inclusion map (B*, B’ \ S) + 
(B*>B*\p*(g;)) is a homotopy equivalence and since p* 1 M*\g; : M*\g$ -+ B*\p* (go*) 
and p*lM* \ p*-‘S: M* \ p*-‘S + B* \ S are approximate fibrations, the inclusion 
map incl: (M*, M* \ p*-‘5’) --+ (M*, M* \ go*) . is a h omotopy equivalence. Thus we 
see that incl, : Hz(M*, M’ \ p*+' S : Q) -+ Hz(M*, M* \ go* : Q) is an isomorphism. 
I;Tn(g;::Q)= H2(M*,M*\g;:Q)~Hz(B*:B*\p*(g;):Q) 
1 
N 
1 
H”(R*[g&) Q) M H2(M*, M* \ p*-‘S : Q) ----+Hz(B*,B* \S:Q) 
I N z5 
fi~(g;:Q)xH2(M*,M*\g$:Q)~Hz(B*,B*\p*(g;):Q) 
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The above diagram implies that fin (R* 19;) : kn(g$ : Q) 4 I?‘(g,$ : Q) is an iso- 
morphism. Therefore we see that R* 192 : g;7 + g$ has positive degree for each 
g& E G* \ {g;} with p*(g&) E S. This completes the proof of Claim 2. •I 
It follows from [22, p. 3991 and Claim 2 that /$(N’) 3 Pi(N*) for each i. Since N* 
is the universal cover of N, we see from [ 15, Corollary 11 that &(N’) = pi(N*) for 
arbitrary i and hence x(N’) = x(N*). B ecause x(N) # 0, N’ is homeomorphic to N”, 
thus, ker i# z Im d M 1, where d : irz(M’,g, z) + irl (g, z) is the boundary homomor- 
phism and i# : iit (g, z) + rrl (M’, X) is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion map 
i. Since i# and R# are monomorphisms, (R o i)# : irl (g) --+ iit (go) is a monomorphism 
for each g. Because iit (g) M irt (go) is finite, we see that (R o i)# : irl (g) --f irl (go) is an 
isomorphism for each g, thus, from Proposition 3.5 that D’ is empty. 
Finally, we show that aB is empty. Suppose that dB is nonempty. Applying a method 
of [5, Lemma 31 to &-‘aB : p-‘aB + t3B, we obtain a point aa E aB and a neigh- 
borhood U of a0 in B such that 
(i) U is homeomorphic to { (2,~) E E2 : y 2 0}, 
(ii) A = U n (k3B) c B \ C’ is an open arc and 
(iii) for each a E A, Rip-‘(a) :~-‘(a) + p-‘(a~) is a shape equivalence. 
Set MU = p-t(U), go = p-t(~) and gb = n-‘(b) for b E U. Let QU : AfIG + MU 
denote the covering associated with the kernel of R# : ~1 (Mu) + irt (go). As in the 
proof of Proposition 3.5, gi has the shape type of the universal cover N” of N for each 
a E A. Since p]Mu \p-‘(A) : MU \p-I(A) + U \ A is an approximate fibration, by the 
argument at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.1 n/l, shape deformation retracts 
to p-t (A). And the covering property of qu implies that MG shape deformation retracts 
to A* = (p o qu)-‘(A). By the method of [4] or applying [25, Proposition 3.61, we 
see that pip-’ (A) : p-l (A) + A is a shape fibration, hence, p o 4~ IA” : A* + A is a 
shape fibration whose fibers have the shape type of N*. Therefore we see that A* has 
the proper shape of N” x (0,l) and that M; is simply-connected. Fix a point b E U \ A. 
The homotopy exact sequences of (M,$ : q; I (gb)) and (hfi-~, gb) show 
! -*I CM;, q&b)) +iio(q$(gb)) - 1 
*I (gb) A 
4V# = I I 
nl c”L’, gb) - 1 
Suppose that the homomorphism & o i# = (R]gb)# : iit (gb) -+ iit (go) is an isomorphism. 
Since plM~ \p-‘(A): MU \p-‘(A) + U \ A is an approximate fibration, we see from 
Proposition 3.5 that pl Mu : Mu + U is an approximate fibration. This contradicts that 
A n C’ is empty. Thus the homomorphism & o i# is not an isomorphism. On the other 
hand, since ker R# M 7rt (MG) z 1 and & : XI (Mu) -+ irl (go) is surjective, l& is 
an isomorphism. Therefore, since iit (gb) z rrt (Mu) is finite, we see that i# : irl (gb) + 
nl (Mu) is neither injective nor surjective. We see that 46’ (gb) has m’ = lirt (Mu, gb)l = 
lm (Mu)/G(*l (gb))l(> 1) compomm 
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In the rest of the proof, we derive a contradiction by showing that i# is injective. Take 
the induced decomposition. 
G; = {g;7]g& is a component of g* = q;‘(g), g E G, and g c MU}, 
and the decomposition map p& : MG + B; = Me/G&. 
Let (Vr, , Ak) be a copy of (U, A) for each Ic = 1,2, . . . , m’ and VA uk be the union of 
uk pasted along Ak M A. We see that for each component MC of MG \A*, p&( MC UA*) 
is homeomorphic to U and that Bfj is homeomorphic to VA uk. Theorem 2.1 shows that 
B; is a 2-manifold, thus, m’ = 2. We see that B; is an open 2-cell. 
As in the proof of Claim 1, we see that for b E U \ A, every component gee 
of g; = q;’ (gb) has the shape type of N”, where au : fr~(Mu, gb) -+ irl (gb) is 
the boundary homomorphism and q; : iV” + N denotes the covering associated with 
Imdu c jTl(gb) = ~1 (N). Since MG is orientable by nl(MG) zz 1, it follows from 
[6, Proposition 2.91 that N” is orientable. Since plMu \ A* : Mu \ A* -+ U \ A is an 
approximate fibration, p; 1 M& \ A* : M$ \ A* + B; \ p&(A*) is an approximate fibra- 
tion, thus, the continuity set Cp; of p; contains B; \ p&(A*). We notice that p;(A*) 
is homeomorphic to an open arc. Because B; \ CP; is locally finite in B& by Theo- 
rem 2.1, there is a point u* E p&(A*) n CP;. Since for b* E B; \pt(A*), (pt)-‘(b*) 
and (&-‘(a*) h ave the shape of N” and N’, respectively, we have a degree one map 
from N” to N*. It follows from [22, p. 3991 that &(N”) 2 &(N*) for each i. Since 
N* is the universal cover of N, we see from [15, Corollary I] that /3i(N”) = /3i(N*) 
for arbitrary i. Because x(N) # 0, N” is homeomorphic to N*, thus, ker i# M Im ZI z 1. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, we deduce that aB is empty. 
Hence Corollary 3.6 leads to the conclusion that N is a codimension-2 fibrator. 0 
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